Bay Quilters Block of the Month –
Needle Turn Applique
The internet and I disagree on the definition of ‘needle turn applique’. I think that needle
turn is when you turn the edge as you sew it. The internet is a little more liberal in their
definition and consider anything that’s turned edge as needle turn. So we’ll cover both this
month
Sarah Fielke & Irene Blanck are examples of people who use my definition.
Max and Louise use the turned edge versions. The benefit of this version is that it allows
you to stitch by hand or machine.
Topics we’ll cover:
Needle turn applique
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Turned Edge Techniques
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Freezer Paper (on top)

4

Removeable template + starch
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Fusible interfacing
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Vleisofix

5

Applique – the stitching

6

Choose your favourite technique (or try them all?) on the butterfly template on the last
page. You will see I have given you a few variations you can try.
Start with a 10” square of low value fabric. The ‘+’ in the middle of the pattern should be in
the middle of your fabric.
I used embroidery thread to add the feelers.
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Needle turn applique
Channelling my inner Irene Blanck…
1. Trace all your pieces onto your fabric. Cut each piece out, leaving a 1/8” seam
allowance.

Why? Because then you’ve cut out all your pieces, and you won’t find out that you’re 2 leaves short of
a full bouquet when you try to cut out the last block – which will most likely be months after you first
started

2. Then position all the pieces onto the background fabric and tack them in place with a
water-soluble glue.
Why? Because then each block is very portable. All you need to do is pack your block, needle and
thread and your project can go everywhere with you.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I have tried 2 glues: Roxanne’s Glue-baste-it or Sewline Fabric glue. You only need a
dot of glue in the middle of the piece to hold it into the right position.
Start stitching from the piece furthest back, moving forward.
Start by bringing your threaded needle up on the sewing line of
your applique.
Then use the needle to help fold under the first inch or so of the
applique piece. Use your nail to hold the folded line while you
stitch it.
Clip curves to help them lie flat
If you need to applique a point, e.g. a leaf point, this is the
easiest way to get a sharp point:
a. Sew up until the point as per normal. Sew a stitch at
the point. This will act as a lock stitch.

b. To reduce bulk, clip the underside of the seam close to
where you’ve stitched, and then trim the exposed seam allowance to 1/8”

c. Fold the point down

d. Use your needle to fold the rest of the seam allowance under…sew another
lock stich and then continue sewing.
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Turned Edge Techniques
Removeable template + starch
For this technique, you need a template that can with stand moisture & the iron.
I used ‘Perfect Circles’ by Karen Kay Buckley, but you could draft your own from heat
resistant template material, e.g. Mylar. I have also seen people use metal washers.
Steps:
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cut your fabric 1/8” larger than your template all around
Sew a running stitch around your fabric edge
Place the template on the wrong side of the fabric, and pull the fabric right around it.
Spray the fabric with starch or sizing & then iron it dry.
Loosen or snip the thread to remove the template & re-iron to set the template-free
shape.
I forgot to take photos, you can see images here:
http://badskirt.blogspot.com/2012/07/mini-tute-really-good-circles.html
Or video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzfjEQVreNQ
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Freezer Paper (on top)
If you struggle to follow the line in needle turn, or you’re working with very flimsy fabric,
you may want a template to stich around. You can do this by tracking your shapes onto
freezer paper, and then ironing the freezer paper to the right side of the fabric.
Steps:
1. Trace your pattern onto the mat side of the freezer paper. Cut it out on the line
(don’t include seam allowance)
2. Iron the paper to the right side of your fabric
3. Cut around the paper leaving an 1/8” seam allowance.

4. Carefully fold your seam allowance down under the
fabric/shape. I glued the seam as I was turning it under, and
then ironed it.
5. To ensure that you preserve the shape, ensure that when you fold the seam over,
you cannot see any of the freezer paper from below. The right is good, the left is a

weird shape.
6. Now you can tack your shape onto your background fabric, and stitch around it.
When you are complete, remove the freezer paper.
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Fusible interfacing
I first learned about this from Max & Louise. They taught us how to use Matilda’s Own Poly
Fuse (or Florianin’s Stitch & wash fusible) for Applique.
These products can be left inside the shape, and will wash out as you launder the quilt.
Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

Trace the reversed pattern onto the dull side of the Polyfuse
Cut out the shape on the traced line (do not include seam allowances)
Place the shiny side of the polyfused to the wrong side of the fabric & iron
Cut around the polyfuse, leaving a 1/8” – ¼” seam allowance all around.

5. Turn the seam allowances over of any edge that needs to be stitched. (Some edges
will be under other shapes & you don’t need to turn these over.) To turn: Apply glue
to the polyfuse along the edges of the shape & glue the seam allowances to the
polyfused (Max & Louise recommend Sewline glue for this step

6. Glue tack your shape to the background fabric using glue (Max & Louise recommend
Roxanne’s Glue Baste It here).
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Vleisofix
This one is fun. It creates a turned edge, which can then be ironed onto the background
with the fusible, holding the shape in place until you sew it.
DO NOT iron until the final step!
Steps:
1. Trace the TRUE shape onto the wrong side of fleisofix.
2. Place the sticky side of the vleisofix against the right side of the
fabric.
3. Sew around the shape using your sewing machine
4. Snip the centre of the vleisofix, so that you can turn the shape through the hole

5. Straighten up your edges, using a needle / point of scissors to get
the corners turned well.

6. Position the shape on the background fabric.
7. NOW you can iron it.
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Applique – the stitching
Any turned-edge applique can be sewn by hand using your usual technique.
It can also be stitched using a machine. My preferred method is using the blind hem stitch
on my machine. Either use a thread that matches the applique shape, or use an invisible
thread.
Steps:
1. Select the blind hem stitc. I used the one on the left and sewed clockwise around

the shape.
2. Make sure have an open foot, preferably clear so you can see where the needle is
going.
3. I used a short stitch length, and a narrow width, to get the smallest ‘bite’ out of the
applique shape I could.
4. Start with the needle on the background fabric next to the shape. Every 4th or 5th
stitch it will stich onto the shape.

5.

Internet resources:
https://blog.irarott.com/freezer-paper-applique/
https://www.patchworkposse.com/how-to-hand-applique-tutorial/
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